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Automate

Test and release code faster
than ever with automated
cross-browser testing.

THE MOST RELIABLE INFRASTRUCTURE FOR TEST AUTOMATION
Scale your testing with a cloud infrastructure that lets you run thousands of tests across different
browsers in parallel. Ship web apps and sites with confidence, knowing critical scenarios are fully
tested and work for every customer. Use Automate to easily validate code quality, detect high-risk
bugs pre-release and accelerate time to market. Everything on Automate works out of the box and
requires zero setup or maintenance. Learn more about Automate at: browserstack.com/automate.
Ship Quality at Scale
Remove risks of undetected defects making it to production by expanding your code
coverage through automation. Test in all your target browsers, choosing from over 1,200
combinations of browsers, devices and operating systems. Always ship with the
confidence of delivering high-quality software.

Get Software to Customers Faster

End the bottleneck of repetitive manual QA. Leverage parallelization to run thousands
of complex test cases in minutes, cutting build time by more than 10x. Faster build times
mean faster releases, and ultimately more time to focus on customer and business needs.

Test on Real Devices, Without Spending a Fortune
While testing on physical devices is costly and high-maintenance, the alternative
—emulators—gives inaccurate results. Our global network of data centers replaces your
in-house device labs with the Real Device Cloud—a mobile infrastructure with thousands
of popular devices available on demand 24/7. All mobile tests on Automate run on physical
devices, ensuring tests results are 100% accurate.

Debug and Fix Instantly
Quickly identify, reproduce and solve issues in your web apps and sites. Get to the root
cause of any error using comprehensive debugging tools. Automate makes it easy to verify
various aspects of software quality: usability, functionality and performance. Use our
native integrations to file bugs across teams on Jira and Trello without switching tools.

Integrate in Minutes
Automate fits right into your test setup and workflows. Reuse existing Selenium, Appium
or other test suites, or get started with the language or framework of your choice. Power
continuous testing in your build process by integrating Automate with your continuous
integration tool.

Get Enterprise Security
Rest assured your data is securely managed on Automate. After each test session,
everything is wiped clean across browsers, devices and operating systems, and restored
to initial settings. We ensure every session runs on a secure, pristine browser. Read our
Security policies to learn more.
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“ We would be stuck in our tracks if our site went down.

That’s the biggest fear as a front-end developer, that you are
going to inadvertently push code that works on one browser
but not on another. There’s no way you’re going to get the sort
of browser coverage you need without using BrowserStack.
It’s a force multiplier. I can troubleshoot 10 times faster just by
looking at the video log or screenshot.

”

HYUNOO PARK
Full Stack Engineer, Logikcull
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